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expression of professional judgment. In this study, the reliability of an existing framed 
structure isevaluated, first based on objective information using a classical approach and 
then updated with subjective information using fuzzy sets. The contribution ofadditional 
imprecise data to the overall safety of the structure is also discussed. 
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This paper deals with the problem of linguistic approximation in a computerized system 
for the diagnostic analysis of the electrocardiogram (ECG). The ECG is automatically 
analyzed to extract useful numerical parameters. Their linguistic description is provided 
by the system to the decision program, which uses both the linguistic description of the 
signal under examination and a fuzzy rule-based knowledge base to create a group of 
decision sets. Each decision set is formed by three fuzzy intervals defined over the same 
decision space, which represent the suitability or acceptability of three alternative 
decisions. 
The linguistic approximation f each interval is suggested as user-friendly output o 
solve the decision problem. The problem is to find the appropriate linguistic label for a 
given fuzzy interval. Some methods already presented in the literature are briefly 
reviewed and their drawbacks are pointed out. Then a suitable term-set derived from the 
medical iterature is proposed. 
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Fuzzy probabilities are fuzzy sets that satisfy the axioms of probability theory. In 
particular, if Pi denote the fuzzy probabilities of several mutually exclusive and 
exhaustive vents, ZPi = 1, and 0 ~< Pi <~ l, i = 1, 2, "",  n. Because of these 
constraints, a function of the pi's, such as the fuzzy expected value, is a function 
involving interactive fuzzy variables; i.e., the value of Pi affects the range of values that 
can be taken by pg, j :~ i. A procedure to evaluate functions of fuzzy probabilities i  
described. The procedure is based on the vertex method for processing fuzzy 
information. It is shown that interactivity constrains the admissible domain in variable 
space and affects only the number and locations of the vertices defining the domain. 
Aside from that, the vertex method is applicable without modification to problems 
involving fuzzy probabilities. The procedure is illustrated using numerical examples. 
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